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Another Yankee summit 
Without the presence of these countries, the licensed thugs who do attend the event will be 

able to exhibit their fruitful oratory without anyone bothering that "scrambled and brutal 

north", mention the smell of sulfur or end up sending Mr. President to hell. 

 
At the beginning of June, the IX Summit of the Americas will be held in Los Angeles, 

which Cuba, Venezuela and Nicaragua will not attend because the US president and his 

government have decided to do so in contravention of all reason and right. If last year the 

United States organized a summit for American democracy from which it excluded, in 

addition to the aforementioned countries, Bolivia, Haiti, El Salvador, Guatemala and 

Honduras, this time the veto has focused on the American "axis of evil" that, as is known, 

takes advantage of these summits to make uproars of very bad taste calling trade pillage, 

to cooperation blackmail, and to the free market plunder and plunder. 
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Without the presence of these countries, the licensed thugs who do attend the event will be 

able to exhibit their fruitful oratory without anyone bothering that "scrambled and brutal 

north", mention the smell of sulfur or end up sending Mr. President to hell. 

It is a summit designed by the empire that can only be attended by those American 

colonies that have lost memory and shame, or enclaves with the rank of country servile 

and ambitious enough to continue bending their necks and be grateful. Nor will the 

Spanish monarchy miss the appointment with the American colonies, although there is no 

longer anyone present to send silence. 

 

(Prisoner politikoak aske) 
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